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Presently the cellular mobile technology is widely used as the major means of communication world wide. The day by day increasing demand has resulted in an incessant growth of traffic in cellular mobile communication system. For the successful use of cellular mobile technology, the designing in the coverage of antennas and signal time delay are the major technical challenges. Its difficulty is further accentuated due to the eternally limited availability of radio spectrum. For ultra dense urban environments where the cell site antennas are placed well below the rooftops of surrounding building, some innovative network architectures have been presented.

This thesis discusses the development of Minimast using the uplink and downlink performance of the Base Transmission Station (BTS) and air interference of antenna’s were used to cover the growth of traffic in cellular mobile communication
system. The height of Minimast antenna was 20m and three antennas erected on it including one microwave with the frequency range of 2.3-2.4GHz. It was analyzed to determine the signal flows from BTS to antenna’s and the usefulness of this design for radio frequency (RF) signals. A Radio Frequency Unit (RFU-C) System was fixed inside the BTS to connect fibre optic cable, microwave and Minimast design. The signals travelled from BTS to Minimast to cover the area using RFU-C System. It is measured that time duration of the signal flow was much lesser (25m) than the tower or monopole design in addition its comparatively lower cost. The results from the Minimast design clearly shows that the voltage standing wave ratio value of 1.21 at frequency 2.4 GHz is better than the previous value of voltage standing wave ratio at frequency 2.4 GHz is 1.08 using tower design. Moreover, Minimast design has lower height, covers more area of cellular system, less distorted signals and can be troubleshooted using Handheld 32-bit software.
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Pada masa ini teknologi mudah alih selular digunakan secara meluas sebagai cara utama komunikasi di seluruh dunia. Permintaan yang kian meningkat hari demi hari telah menyebabkan pertumbuhan yang tidak berhenti-henti dalam system lalulintas komunikasi mudah alih selular. Untuk kegunaan teknologi mudah alih selular yang berjaya, rekaan dalam liputan antena dan isyarat masa lengah menjadi cabaran teknikal yang utama. Kesukarannya yang lebih menyerlah dilanjutkan oleh ketersediaan abadi yang terhad dalam spektrum radio. Bagi persekitaran bandar yang padat di mana antena tapak sel diletakkan di bawah bumbung sekitar bangunan, beberapa seni bina rangkaian yang inovatif telah dibentangkan.

Tesis ini membincangkan reka bentuk Minimast menggunakan prestasi sambung naik dan sambungan turun Stesen Tapak Pemancar (BTS) dan gangguan udara
antena telah digunakan untuk menampung pertumbuhan trafik dalam sistem komunikasi mudah alih selular. Ketinggian Minimast antena untuk ketiga-tiga antena yang didirikan di atasnya adalah 20m, dan ini termasuk satu gelombang mikro dengan julat frekuensi 2.3-2.4 GHz. Ia telah dianalisis untuk mengetahui aliran isyarat dari BTS ke antena dan menguji keberkesanan reka bentuk ini dalam penghantaran isyarat frekuensi radio RF. Sistem Unit Frekuensi Radio (RFU-C) telah ditetapkan di dalam BTS untuk menyambungkan kabel gentian optik, gelombang mikro dan reka bentuk Minimast. Isyarat-isyarat dihantar dari BTS ke Minimast untuk meliputi kawasan dengan menggunakan sistem RFU-C. Ia diukur untuk tempoh masa di mana aliran isyarat adalah 25m kurang daripada Menara atau reka bentuk Monopole di samping dengan kos yang lebih rendah. Hasil daripada reka bentuk Minimast jelas menunjukkan nilai VSWR adalah 1.21 pada frekuensi 2.4 GHz di mana lebih baik daripada nilai sebelumnya iaitu VSWR pada frekuensi 2.4 GHz 1.08 menggunakan reka bentuk menara. Di samping itu, reka bentuk Minimast mempunyai ketinggian lebih rendah, meliputi kawasan yang lebih dalam sistem selular, isyaratnya kurang dibenyotkan dan boleh diperbaiki dengan menggunakan pegangan 32-bit perisian.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Brief Introduction

Cellular mobile technology is one of the most rapidly developing fields in the past decades. According to the incessant growth of using mobile and telephone technology the demand is growing day by day and moves towards a Wimax technology. In the history of cellular technology records the development of interconnection between the public switched telephone systems to radio transceivers technology. Moreover, cellular technology and microprocessor control systems allow automatic and pervasive use of mobile phones for voice and data. Due to this growing demand, extensive research to develop latest and more compact equipment design are carried out by various organizations and institutions throughout the world to tackle the requirement needed for a cellular technology, compact, high cost and vigorous range of frequencies system. A design that has been introduced is Minimast design that is the most attractive and cheapest solution for that. If deeply noticed about Minimast in our surroundings, there are a lot of perfect examples. Like the height of Minimast is twenty five meter shorter than the other design like Tower, Monopole and Unipole equipment mostly used in industrial and commercial areas.

The pioneer of radio frequency (RF) cellular technology measurement is Reginald Fessenden's, who imagined the invention and generates the demonstration of radio telephony, through the Second World War with military use of radio telephony links. Mobile telephones for automobiles became available from few telephone companies
in the 1950s. The history of cellular technology is further divided into more than three generations (first, second, third and so on) to mark a significant step changes in capabilities of technology improved over the years. In December 1947 Philip T. Porter introduced the signal generation system through Tower design and in 1973 Fluhr and Nussbaum introduced a cellular telephone switching plan. By 2009, it had become clear that, at some point, 3G networks would be overwhelmed by the growth of bandwidth-intensive applications like streaming media. Consequently, the industry began looking to data-optimized 4th-generation technologies, with the promise of speed improvements up to 10-fold over existing 3G technologies. The first two commercially available technologies billed as 4G were the Wimax standard (offered in the U.S. by Sprint) and the long term evolution (LTE) standard, first offered in Scandinavia by Teliasonera. One of the main ways in which 4G differed technologically from 3G was in its elimination of circuit switching, instead employing an all-IP network. Thus, 4G ushered in a treatment of voice calls just like any other type of streaming audio media, utilizing packet switching over internet, local area network (LAN) or wide area network (WAN) networks via voice over internet protocol (VoIP). For the coverage of the time delay of signal distribution the design that was introduced is Minimast Design for 4G and further technology for erection of antennas transmission as shown in Figure 1.1. The height of Minimast antenna was 20m and three antennas were erected on it including one microwave with the frequency range of (2.3 – 2.4) GHz.
Figure 1.1: Minimast Design with RAS Rectifier and Antenna Distribution.

It was analyzed to determine the signal flows from BTS to antennas and the usefulness of this design to be used for RF signals. A radio access station (RAS) System that consists of rectifier, circuit breaker and internal device unit IDU, Eternal processing unit (EPU), Feeder inlet, jumper, adaptor, coaxial cable, lighting arrester was fixed inside the BTS to connect through fibre optic cable to the microwave and Minimast antennas design. Then the signals travelled from BTS to Minimast to cover the area using RFU-C System. It has been concluded that time duration of the signal flow was faster than the tower or monopole design in addition to its comparatively less cost due to less metal used in Minimast development. Moreover Minimast design has lower height 20m, covers more area of cellular system, less distorted signals and can be troubleshooted using Handheld 32-bit software.
1.2 Problem Statement

Linearity of the signals mainly depends on the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR). In Minimast technology, the method of choice for achieving high speed and highly efficient signal transfer is to reduce the distortion of signal, time delay of the signal that travel through fibre optic with a large range of frequency between 2.3GHz to 2.4GHz.

1.3 Aim and Objective

The aim of this research is to develop a Minimast system with three sectors of antennas to cover a large area of cellular system with frequency range of (2.3-2.4) GHz. In order to achieve this aim the objectives of the research are:

- To optimize the height of the Minimast.
- To optimize the angle of three sectors of antennas.
- To optimize the power consumption for base transmission station.

1.4 Scope of Work

There are varieties of methods which can be used to acquire the RF signals. Here the novel method of Minimast design is used to achieve this objective. The Minimast design consists of power transmission with three sector antennas, optical fiber networking, and OFD box for frequency distribution.

1.5 Thesis Layout
This thesis is composed of five chapters. The first chapter 1 is the introductory chapter and it provides basic background of the study, problem statement, objectives, and scope of the work.

Chapter 2 presents the review and analysis of several previous research works on mobile technology and different types of design antennas and microwave with tower and monopole. Moreover, a roughly compare preliminaries of Tower measurement with the other state of the art measurement principles i.e. radio access station (RAS) and fibre optic cable circulation. The basic working principles will be discussed, as well as typical advantages and disadvantages. Since 4G RF technology is proposed for this work, materials regarding Minimast design are reviewed. At the end of the Chapter there is an explanation of Minimast comparison.

Chapter 3 presents the methodology and research design to achieve the objectives of this work is discussed and explained.

Chapter 4, including the detailed discussions on results and findings on voltage standing wave ratio VSWR analysis. Moreover, there is comparison of Tower, Monopole and Minimast results are also shown. Each result has its own explanation and discussion according to the reviews. The results are verified and compared with previous works. A final discussion is also made to give the final words about the importance of this work.
Finally, in Chapter 5 a conclusion for this work is presented. Minimast Design is the most suitable equipment when to generate a signal through antenna and microwave due to its high gain, low power consumption and Design simplicity. Contributions from this work are also stated and ideas for future development of the RF Technology design are suggested.
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